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back when the device recovery and locking app canceled the free lifetime subscriptions, it was quick
to assure that paid licenses are not affected, but it appears that this was just a temporary

exemption. over the last days, a few customers have taken to the cerebus support forum to report
that they've received emails telling them that their paid lifetime licenses were expiring soon. others
haven't even gotten those messages and only noticed that their access to the service suddenly had
an expiration date in the cerberus app settings. it's likely that many more people won't realize that
their licenses are revoked until they need the service to find and lock their phones. but for all of its
ease of use and sophistication, cerberus is still a bit of an unknown entity in the world of rats. a few
years ago, very few people even knew what a rat was. as a result, cerberus was largely ignored by
hackers and wasnt featured in many tutorials. but as of late, cerberus has gained a bit of notoriety

among those with a hacking bent. it's worth noting that cerberus doesnt work if you're device is
rooted (even with a rootkit installed). however, it does work if you're rooted. so if you're considering

rooting your device, you're better off using cerberus, at least for a little while. once its out of
warranty, you'll have to wait for a new device. if you're interested in learning more about cerberus,
make sure to check out the cerberus website. you can also check out the cerberus forums, or even

the download page for instructions on how to download and use cerberus.
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cerberus anti theft is a service that gives you the option to remotely lock, wipe, and locate your
android mobile device. it can also send sms messages to your android device if it is lost or stolen. it
does all of this with a single app and costs just $4.99 per month. you can get it here for your android

mobile device. it works with android 2.1 and up. remote locking your device means that you can
remotely locate it, remotely wipe it, or even remotely lock it using cerberus anti theft. the app is

compatible with a wide range of android mobile devices, including phones, tablets, and phablets. for
as little as $4.99 per month, you can have cerberus anti theft protect your device from unwanted

and unauthorized users. this provides an additional layer of protection for your android device.
anyone that would like to locate their lost android mobile device can simply download the cerberus

anti theft app from the google play store. all they need to do is enter their email address, choose the
details of their device, and then wait for their device to be located or for a text message to be sent.

in addition to locating and tracking your mobile device, cerberus anti theft also allows you to
remotely lock it, remotely wipe it, and send a custom message to your device. with cerberus anti
theft, you can now keep your mobile device safe with just one app and one small monthly fee. the

best part about cerberus is that, unlike some anti-theft apps, it's not set to automatically activate at
a certain time (such as when you leave your phone at home or at work), so you can use the phone all

you want. 5ec8ef588b
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